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Living like a rock star has been my dream ever since, well, forever. Growing up in a musical family, I was exposed to 70s rock and 80s metal from a young age. Ever since, and after discovering that I sing like a strangled cat, I had to live my fantasy exclusively through rock and roll movies, concerts and
fashion. But, inspired by the musical masterpieces streaming on NOW TV, I decided to see if I could actually make it as a rock star for a week. That's how it went... Sarah ColemanSky outfit: I started with my latest (and award-winning) rock star obsession, Ellie Maine of The Star Was Born. I streamed the
winner on NOW TV after I missed it in the movie and finally realized the hype. Taking the inspo from her original roots, I borrowed my colleague's pinstripe pants. So far, so convenient. Activity: I don't need a convincing explosion of the Star was born soundtrack on a replay at work. The office didn't rate
Shallow's hearing five times an hour, but I was really into Bradley Cooper's gritty vocals. When it came to meeting a rock star and falling in love, I didn't do so well. It turns out musicians are pretty hard to identify on Tinder, and even less likely to take you on tour. Stream A Star is Born on NOW TV Sarah
ColemanSky The outfit: Almost Famous' Penny Lane is an icon that with this cool girl's wardrobe, amazing hair and unlimited access to the stage - at 5'1, I usually get stuck behind a tall man in a crowd. This is probably one of my favorite movies of all time, so I'm streaming it again (... and again) to nail
Penny's look, vibe and attitude. Dressing up like Penny brought me a lot of compliments in the office. Her boho style from the cult classic was a victory during the summer heat, although I burned my neck while trying to emulate her rings with my curling wand. Can we pretend it's a rock 'n' roll injury?
Activity: My next rock tivity (no? nothing?) was to go to a concert and properly pay attention, just as Penny would like. This meant not chatting and definitely not taking pictures. I managed to slide through the guest list to see the gossip in the Somerset House Summer Series and Beth Ditto blew me up
with her storming vocals and dance-rock tunes. I stood, I listened, I didn't take pictures - and I loved it. Stream Almost Famous on NOW TV Sarah ColemanSky Dress: Man, Mercury, Legend: Living up to Freddie the queen was not an easy task, and dressing as a man was even harder. Have you ever
tried to find a flared pleated suit or a pleated white cloak, as seen in Czech rhapsody? No? I don't think so. I watched the blockbuster to find one of Freddie's more wearable outfits and settled on an off-duty look from the musical - all-white with the average guitarist as my main accessory. Activity: To
emulate the queen, I tried to get myself on stage at Wembley. To music venue place can't come to the phone right now. Why? Oh, because it's a football stadium again. While Freddie would have his roadies build a scene from scratch overnight, Wembley weren't so interested in me and my pitching friends
during the day. Not. Stream Bohemian Rhapsody on NOW TV from September 20 Sarah ColemanSky outfit: The motto of Spinal Tap is to have a good time, all the time, so that's exactly what I set out to do using the movie This Is a Spinal Crane as my inspo. I filled the headphones with their dubious
lyrics and pulled on the toughest, shiny pair of red trousers I could find. Activity: I entered the day with a positive and a desire for bread - big bread. As guitarist Nigel Tufnell, I just want bread all the time. (It may be a niche reference, but it's one I think we can all relate to, so a stream of mockumentary get
into a joke.) While Nigel may claim the dough on his rider, I had to agree to blow up Tesco. I asked for a big bread, but unfortunately all the bread on offer was the same size and now the staff of the Piccadilly Branch think I'm a diva. I think it's pretty rock 'n' roll? Stream This Is Spinal Tap on NOW TV by
Sarah ColemanSky Equipment: The Last Day of My Lifestyle rock star is by far the least chic. I'm streaming school rock to see if Dewey Finn was cooler looks, but no luck. The combination of clothes I end up borrowing is more like a teacher in Dewey than a rock star, but hey, don't rock a state of mind?
Activity: I had big tasks that day as forming a rock band with my colleagues. We didn't have access to the same high-quality tools as in the film, but we had access to online shopping and quick delivery. The racket we did would definitely not win us the Battle of the Trophy stripes, but it was a lot of fun.
Stream School of Rock on NOW TV lived like a rock star all this cracked up to be? Are you sure. The music was exactly my atmosphere - so was fashion - and rocking with friends is a great way to spend the day. The only thing missing in a week? Any musical talent, managers, to all my desires is a reality
and a bottomless bank balance. I think I just have to keep living my fantasy through the movie at the moment... Looking for inspiration for your rock star life? Stream these music movies on NOW TV This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide
their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io opinions expressed by Entrepreneur savers are their own. These days, building a strong personal online brand is just as important (if not more) than building your company's brand. In a sea of digital
information, you should stand out as an expert in your When you build a strong personal brand on the Internet, you can use this platform for customers in your company by simply being yourself and highlighting your experience and knowledge. It doesn't just happen overnight, though. This is something
you build over time and it requires a lot of work. I used my personal brand to build my business, but it wasn't a walk in the park. For example, I have contributed here Entrepreneur.com more than four years and have written more than 250 articles. Personal brand creation requires a lot of work, but when
done right, it can have an extremely positive impact on your company. Here are four tips to help you become an online personal branding rock star. Related: 8 reasons a powerful personal brand will make you successful1. Start blogging and fine-tune your voice. I love writing. This is my escape from my
usual day-to-day duties, and over the years I have refined my voice. I get a lot of emails from entrepreneurs who want to start writing, and they all ask the same question: Who do you use to make a ghost write for you? I have never used and will never use a ghost writer. I write every article I publish
through a few media outlets and never miss a deadline, no matter how busy I am. To get your feet wet, start a personal blog or start blogging on your company's website. You can also use a self-hosted option, such as Medium, to fine-tune your voice and build the following. Create value-rich content for
your target audience. While blogging is a great way to get your voice and name out there, not all consumers want to sit and read paragraphs of information. Thus, create content in other formats that allows you to convey your experience by giving something valuable. Some examples include: Infographic.
Visual content works well for many reasons, namely because of its easy-to-digest format. You can take a complex topic and present it in a way that captures attention and delivers a message. Podcast. It's an increasingly popular content format because it's portable. This allows your audience to listen to
what you have to say when they have downtime - morning commutes to work and gym are popular times to listen to podcasts. Vlog. Video content is popular because it can be used on any device and it allows the consumer to put a face with your brand. Consistency is key, whether vlogging weekly or
daily. If you want two vloggers to draw inspiration from, check out Casey Neistat and Gary Vaynerchuk - they crush it.eBook. An e-book is something you can offer as a bribe on your website. Post valuable or an example and allow it to be downloaded simply by passing an email address. It's a win-win -
the consumer gets something valuable that helps check you out as an expert and you get an email address that you can sell to sell Future. Related: Habits of the world's richest people (infographic)3. Create loyal followers on social media. Social media is a channel that allows you to connect with a very
targeted audience. Time to warp back twenty years and think about how difficult it would be to contact the CEO of the company. Now a simple tweet can open the line of communication. You can use it to grow your brand - both company and personal. It gives you a huge scene to show your experience
and knowledge as well as networking with industry leaders of thought. Facebook ads and promoted tweets are a great way to really increase your following if you have a personal branding budget available. Related: 11 Habits of Truly Happy People 4. Use SEO to help position yourself as an expert.
Determine what it is that you want to be known in your industry, and focus your content around that. We can circle back into our top advice, as this is another reason a personal blog is such a must-have for those who want to improve their personal brand. You should take the same keyword research
approach and strategies as you would for personal branding that you would for an e-commerce website. In fact, it's all the same. Instead of optimizing the content for the products, you would optimize for what it is that you want to be branded as. For example, Facebook's advertising consultant in Chicago
would be the perfect keyword for optimization if you want to brand yourself as a Facebook advertising body in Chicago, explains Jordan DeLozier, founder of SEOClerks.For a complete guide to optimizing content for SEO, check out this resource. Resources.
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